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INT. COFFEE SHOP

We see Hank at a table, and a pair of women at another

table. A poster is behind the bar reading "Coffee: It’s

Better with a Doughnut!" BARISTA is working behind the bar.

Luke is at a table. Natalie enters, and Luke stands up.

NATALIE

I am so sorry, I hit the worst

traffic.

She sets her jacket down at the table and walks over with

Luke to the bar.

LUKE

I swear people don’t know how to

drive in this rain.

BARISTA

What can I get for you?

NATALIE

Skinny Vanilla Latte please.

NATALIE

(To Luke)

What’d you get?

LUKE

A "bold" regular coffee.

NATALIE

Wow! Those are way too strong for

me!

Natalie gets her drink from the Barista. Luke and Natalie go

over to the open table and sit down.

LUKE

To be honest, I’ve never really had

coffee before, so I just let the

barista pick for me.

Luke takes a sip, twitches and makes a face.

LUKE

Oh, it’s bitter. It doesn’t matter.

I’ve been looking forward to this

for a long time.
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NATALIE

Me too! I hope this isn’t too

forward, but I’ve always thought

you were cute, I was just too shy.

She looks back up to see Luke sipping the coffee. His eyes

are wide. He blinks quickly.

NATALIE

Luke?

He shakes his head.

LUKE

Wow! You weren’t kidding. This

stuff is pretty strong. I’m sorry,

what were you saying.

He takes another sip and twitches.

NATALIE

I was just saying that-

LUKE

Man, Coffee is incredible! I feel

so awake right now.

Luke brushes his hair back and it sticks straight up.

NATALIE

Maybe you should’ve had a

half-caff... or a decaf.

LUKE

I feel so productive right now! I

see why people drink this at work.

NATALIE

It helps on those long days.

LUKE

Like that guy, he’s probably

working. Oh no, his coffee’s

smaller than mine!

Luke runs over to the table.

LUKE

Let me see your computer!

HANK

My laptop!
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LUKE

I have more coffee than you!

Luke pushes Hank over.

LUKE

Spreadsheets! By the power of

Starbucks!

Luke taps rapidly on the computer.

LUKE

Done!

HANK

Oh my god! The Johnson account, you

finished! It’s all the way

completed! That would’ve taken me

weeks!

LUKE

There is a highway in my brain, and

there is a coffee ferrari driving

eight billion miles per hour on it!

Luke finishes off Hank’s coffee on the table. He twitches.

LUKE

This tastes different.

HANK

It’s a Hazelnut roast.

LUKE

There are MORE KINDS!?!

Luke runs over to the other table and grabs the coffee from

the two ladies there and downs them.

LADY 1

Hey!

LUKE

A dragon made of espresso is

breathing liquid fire from my soul!

Luke flips over the table.

NATALIE

Luke!
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LADY 2

He’s gone crazy!

They run out the door.

LADY 1

Someone call the police!

BARISTA

You have to calm down, sir!

LUKE

Natalie, why’d you let me drink

coffee!?

NATALIE

Coffee’s completely normal for a

first date!

Luke runs over to the bar and grabs a pitcher of coffee.

BARISTA

Sir, you can’t be back here!

Luke pushes him over and drinks from the pitcher, spilling

down his shirt.

LUKE

There is a future, and it is

coffee!

The barista commando crawls over to where Natalie is behind

the overturned table.

BARISTA

What is wrong with your friend?

NATALIE

He’s never had coffee!

Luke spots the poster.

LUKE

It’s better with donuts!?!

He smashes through the glass display case and stuff his face

with a doughnut.

LUKE

The poster speaks truth!

Luke drops down behind the bar as COP 1 and COP 2 bust down

the door.
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COP 1

Police! What’s going on here!

BARISTA

I gave him the bold roast, I didn’t

know!

NATALIE

His never had coffee before!

COP 2

Where is he now?

BARISTA

Behind the bar!

COP 1

With the bags of espresso!?!

COP 2

Let’s pray to God he hasn’t found

it yet.

Luke rises out from behind the bar. He’s twice as big. Like

the hulk, but not green.

BARISTA

I’ve doomed us all!

COP 1

Take him down!

Cop 1 and Cop 2 fire at Luke.

NATALIE

Luke!!!! Nooooo!!!

Luke pulls back and all the lights dim. A "charging" noise

is heard and the lights flash bright with a loud lightning

crackle, then back to black. They fade up to normal. The

cops are knocked out.

LUKE

So... tired...

Luke passes out over the bar.

NATALIE

Oh my God, is it over?

BARISTA

Yeah... That bold coffee has a lot

of caffeine, but the crash is a

bitch.


